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Abstract. This paper describes a Genetic Algorithms approach to a
manpower-scheduling problem arising at a Petrochemical Company. Al-
though Genetic Algorithms have been successfully used for similar prob-
lems in the past, they always had to overcome the limitations of the
classical Genetic Algorithms paradigm in handling the conflict between
objectives and constraints. The approach taken here is to use an indi-
rect coding based on permutations of the personnel’s, and a heuristic
decoder that builds schedules from these permutations. Computational
experiments based on 52 weeks of live data are used to evaluate three dif-
ferent decoders with varying levels of intelligence, and four well-known
crossover operators. The results reveal that the proposed algorithm is
able to find high quality solutions and is both faster and more flexible
than a recently published Taboo Search approach

Keywords: Genetic algorithm, classical genetic algorithms, staff schedul-
ing, petrochemical company.

1. Introduction

Staff scheduling (shift working) is a comprehensive phenomenon. Social
emergencies including medical care, fire department services, police and
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etc. require 24 hour services. Nowadays, Shift work in various part of
industry, mine, service as well as their sub-categories such as refineries
and petrochemicals is one of the stressful factors, having some negative
effects on mental and physical health that can lead to outbreak of car-
diovascular, digestive, and psychological diseases, accidents and finally
falling efficiency (Jafari & Ghorbani, 2008). Shift can be related to each
type of work done out of routine schedule (7a.m. to 6 p.m.), such as fixed
night shifts, evening shifts or shifts before 6 a. m circular and changing
shifts refer to work time changing from day to evening or day to night
that might be weekly or monthly. Also, weekly intensive shifts in which
every job is done out of daily job scheduling (conventionally 7: am to 6:
pm) (Munch and Folklard, 2004). Governments and occupations whose
constant activities are vital had to apply staff scheduling in a way that
shift were divided in to 3 forms of morning, evening and night or two
12- hour shifts. In the US, schedule job refer to a job done out of 7-21
period and according to Koji, it is a job done before 6:00 a.m. or after
6:00 p.m. organizations with shift working need to be active during 24
hours (Heidari & Hossein pour, 2006: 342).

Human force scheduling has been highlighted by researchers dur-
ing last decades (Ernest et al, 2004). Staff scheduling is a complicated
issue due to numerous digital & even competitive limitations. Even with-
out these complications, we face an exact problem with NP-Hard prob-
lem (Fukunaga et al, 2002). Accordingly, resource scheduling does not
respond properly and logically through using linear planning and other
classical optimizing methods. Therefore, using heuristic methods includ-
ing genetic algorithm (which is heuristic in nature) is regarded essential
to figure out these problems (Alves et al, 2006). Job shift is among
stressful factures affecting labor force in the world. It can be found in
industry and service providing organizations. Social emergencies such as
medical care, fire department services, police and etc. have to work 24
hours (MotamedZade et al, 2004).

Genetic algorithm is considered to be a technique to find the opti-
mum answer among conventional techniques in artificial intelligence. Due
to this fact time staff scheduling by a designed system is more efficient
than the one done by experts and can cause an increase in management
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efficiency, staff’s satisfaction, as well as a decrease in job problems with
paper reports and the importance of staff’s request along with caring
the requirements of the company, the present study has been conducted
to design a smart system regulating staff’s shifts in utility units of a
petrochemical plants through using genetic algorithm in order to pro-
vide better services and stand against problems caused by conventional
scheduling. Other objectives also include homogenous distribution of
force, appropriate distribution of ranks, importance of staff’s request
along with homogenous distribution of forces, caring justice in setting a
program in case of lack of time or saving manager’s time.

2. Literature Review

For those who work in shifts, tiredness in caused by their unusual timetable
since they have to work against natural cycle of sleep- awake. In fact,
they have to work at night and sleep during a day. There is no doubt
that day sleeping is much more inappropriate than night sleeping gener-
ally. There are two reasons for this difference: first, by start of the day,
most biological cycles of body (such as melatonin and internal temper-
ature) start their ascending trend. Biological experiments clearly show
that even after controlling disturbing factors, day sleeping is unable to
compensate all tiredness. Second, time of person’s rest parallels with
start of daily activities and consequently, factors such as noise and light
hamper an optimum sleep. The main problem goes when these staff suf-
fers from a serious lack of sleep as the result of not compensating this
lack and accumulating the fatigue. This serious lack of sleep results in
a permanent drowsiness, falling awareness and efficiency, rising fatigue,
failures and accidents for this group of staff rather than others not only
endangering their health and peace, but also imposing spiritual, social &
economic problems on families and the society (Sarema et al, 2006: 135-
136). Due to economic and technical reasons in bigger settings including
oil and petrochemical industries, job shift and 24 hour activities are more
common. Therefore, negative sides are observed more in such places. Job
shifts happen in various forms, and systems that each has its own Job
shifts happen in various forms, and systems that each has its own fea-
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tures, advantages and disadvantages. Petrochemical industry is among
huge & sophisticated industries demanding 24 hour activities (Fischer,
2004).

As a practical study, this paper is descriptive-analytical which is
in the format of software design whose data collection is through logs
of stuff scheduling in one of petrochemical companies. Also, its validity
has been approved by related experts after evaluating observations, time
assessment, as well as service providing of human resources based on staff
and heads’ schedule by means of designing smart systems.

Shirazi et al. (2011) examined the relation between accidents, drowsi-
ness, tiredness and job shift in one of projects of structuring dams and
water power plants in westerns provinces of Iran. Moreover, Darvish et
al. (2010) studied about increasing hospital efficiency by using smart
networks. Also, Jafari & Ghorbani (2008) tried to evaluate the impacts
of shifts on staff’s physical & mental health in one of the companies of
oil refinery. Kim et al. (2013) used efficient methods to figure out the
problem of nurses’ assignment by using genetic algorithm. Petrovic &
Berghe (2006) employed Tabo algorithm to solve the problem of staff
scheduling. Using genetic algorithm, Gomez et al. (2006) tried to exam-
ine and solve the problem of personal assignment through using genetic
algorithm.

Also, Aickelin & Dowsland (2004) employed non-direct genetic al-
gorithm to find the optimum answer for nursing personal assignment
problem.

Moreover, Li & Aickelin (2003) used a Bayesian optimization algo-
rithm to evaluate the staff Scheduling Problem.

3. Research Methodology

NP problem refers to a group of problems whose required time increases
considerably by using each recognized algorithm (Solution) with in-
creasing problem size. Problems such as backpack, vendor, scheduling,
1 & 0 scheduling and integrate scheduling are regarded as NP prob-
lems. The problem of shift distribution can be formulized by using inte-
grate scheduling. To do so, we will have:
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periodical scheduling is used. In fact, a stable schedule is defined for
workers in a specific period of time. However, this technique is not fair
enough.

In non-periodical scheduling, flexibility is really high and also staff’s
shifts & off days differs week to week. This technique highlights not only
personal tendencies but also organizational requirements.

Genetic algorithm is one of the most innovational algorithms used
to optimize various functions. In this algorithm, previous data is ex-
tracted based on genetically feature of algorithm, and used in search
process (Harris, 2005).

Algorithm initiates from the first optimum point and proceeds step
by step on each of its calculation either adapt or comparing with final
optimum point. As a Mather of fact, genetic algorithm cover all optimum
point & figures out their fitting based on a chromosomes’ perspective and
the direction including crucial character attributes.

Even when reaching some maximum points (relative), it considers
all various optimum points & selects the final optimum one (Melanie,
1996). In genetic algorithm, the most crucial concept is:

1. Gene: forming elements of a chromosome the can be the figure, word
or even directions of programming.

2. Chromosome: encoded response or a part of the response.

3. Venue: each gene has its own specific status which is called venue.

4. Population: a set of chromosomes.

In genetic algorithm, N represents the bigness of population, PC is
the probability of intersection occurrence (crossover rate) & pm shows
the probability of mutation occurrence (mutation rate) and all need to
clear in each repetition. The general framework of on algorithm is as
follow:

0. determine coding method

1. Generating N primary population

2. Calculating Fitness function of each chromosome in population
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3. Making a new population (generation producing act): It is needed to
do the following steps for N times;

3-1. Selecting 2 generator chromosome among current population
using

3-2. Applying cross activator on parents with probability of PC oc-
currence & having a baby

3-3. Applying mutation on the child with probability of pm occur-
rence

3-4. adding a new baby to population

4. Selecting new population & replacing new population by current
population using selection

5. Testing pausing circumstances and returning the best answer in case
of any pause

6. Returning to step 2 (Seyed Hosseini et al, 1388: 79).

In this problem hagee Alvaneh and Bean’s technique (1997), sug-
gested for multiple planning of integrate, is used (Fuller, 1998; Holland,
1976; Fogel, 1998). Here, a chain including n elements as well as n work-
ers in which i the element shows job shift given to i the worker for in-
stance, if we have 5 workers, chain (3, 67, 56, 17, 1) shows the scheduling
in which 1 and 17 are given to first & second workers.

Generating primary population: Staff’s scheduling takes place for
each day (Columns). For each day, for vector v, v ∈ Astaffnumber is filled
in a way that the number of needed people for each shift of the day is
enough. This kind of planning continues to complete all shifts.

Fitness function: During producing the new population, answer eval-
uation (population members) is misleading since each set of answer is
controlled by various limitations.

In order not to ignore any of limitations a set of penalty points is
defined based on limitation amount & failure rate. Fitness of members
is calculated through adding up the set of these points for all mem-
bers. Therefore; appropriate fitness function is defined as sum of all
penalties applied for limitations. Hence, appropriate fitness function of
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3. Replacing selected column among population number

4. Practical Example

In this section, a real numerical example is used to elaborate the issue. In
this example, there is a working station including 9 staff that regularly
changes their shift. Our assumptions are as follow:
Staff number=9, shifts:

1) day; shift
2) evening & shift
3) night. Also, considered rules for designing a shift include the follow-
ings:

a. A fixed and stable job shift is avoided as much as possible
b. the number of long and constant shift as well as extra working hours
is minimized
c. In scheduling, one or two free days are defined.
d. Working of two shifts during 24 hours is avoided
e. After finishing each shift, at least 24 hour rest is included.
f. It was tried to have an exact and predictable schedule that all staff
are informed of and set their life schedule based on.
g. schedule is set to be regularly circular and clockwise (morning, evening,
night)
h. It has been tried to have at least two people working simultaneously.

Accordingly, Setting primary staff’s schedule and working shifts are
as follow:

R3,7 =

⎛
⎝

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 3 3 3 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2

⎞
⎠

Limitations: working period is between 4 to 7 days. Only those working
in shifts (3) & (2); or before weekends can have 1 shift off. Constantly,
at least two shifts need to be identical (i.e. two following evenings). We
cannot plan for two more durations during 7 days that cannot follow
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may cause some accidents; hence, some modifying & preventive sugges-
tions are presented to minimize these complaints & problems and also
to increase managers, staff and their family’s awareness.

Studies show that shift working has some disadvantages on health
workers, such as 3 factors of workers’ circadian rhythm sleeping and
personal life. Negative impacts of shift in rhythm of circadian are: bad
temper, difficulty in sleeping and digestion. Two first factors can cause
digestive problems such as dyspepsia. These problems make the ab-
sence to the person and consequently falling efficiency therefore, staff’s
schedule needs to be adjusted while considering the least damage to
the worker. Here, using health experts, nutritionists & physician’s ideas
matter.

Night working can violate sleep-awake cycle causing some physical
& mental outcomes. When compatibility system of body dysfunctions,
daily cycle stops working properly, many significant changes are imposed
on body, and sleeping is disturbed and all those who work during night
complain about these factors. They cannot sleep well during day be-
cause of light & daily activities & suffer from digestive, cardiovascular
ailments family and mood problems. On the other hand, occupational
commitments & family ones will be in conflicts. Therefore, one of the
most crucial problems that need to be considered is making a balance
between job & personal life.

Moreover Due to this fact that, according to a lot of studies, ladies
who work in shift or unusual work hours, it is possible to state that their
lives are affected by the negative outcomes that even can lead to lack of
coordination among their social & personal activities, and increase their
interpersonal paradoxes & endanger their mental health.

It is worth noting that objective function & stating the present article
for this specific company are taken into consideration. Limitations are
also highlighted. Hence, in order to use the findings of this paper in
other studies, real factor omitted need to be added to the real context.
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